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Step 1: Review Set up Position

Description: Learning how to perform a prep level Liberty with a Brace. We are going to use back Spotter as 
the Bracer for this stunt. Be sure that the group has mastered the single leg waist stunt (Novice SELECT 1 - 
Module B.8) and understands all concepts of the step/lock/tighten drills.

Supplies / Aids:
Video/Pictures

Equipment Needed:
None Required

Notes:

Step 2: Prep Level Liberty with Bracer 

Main Base - Start with the right foot of the Top Person exactly as taught 
for load position. Bend at knees to a comfortable level for Top Person to 
be able to place their right foot. Band the knees slightly (do NOT squat 
or stick your buttocks out). Keep hips under shoulders and over feet. 
Elbows “locked” into sides with elbow and forearm creating a 90 degree 
angle. Place hands directly in front of belly button with a slight space for 
Secondary Base to support under the center of the foot.

Secondary Base - Start with right foot staggered in front of left foot, 
facing the Main Base. Place right hand under the center of the right foot 
of the Top Person - fingers face towards Main Base and thumb stays 
on the inside of the foot. The hand is shaped like the letter “U”. It is 
important to have the fingers on one side of the shoe and the thumb on 
the other so that you can squeeze the Top Person’s foot. Place left hand 
on the shin of the Top Person.

Top Person - Stand on the floor with hands connected to the back 
Spotters hands - palms up. Do not lace fingers. Place the right foot in the 
Main Base’s hands. Lift onto ball of left foot.

Spotter - Stand directly behind the Top Person with both hands grabbing 
the Top Person’s hands (right to right and left to left)

Main Base - Dip, using legs, being careful not to drop arms below the 90 
degree waist level on the dip. Stand up through legs “driving” the Top 
Persons feet to eye level and then resist the down to finish at chest level.

Secondary Base - Dip, using legs with Main Base, being careful not to 
drop the arm on the dip. Stand up through legs supporting under the 
center of the foot with the right hand and driving upwards to eye level 
with the left hand on the shin, then resist the Top Person to settle at 
chest level.

Top Person - With right foot set in hands of the main, dip down through 
the left leg on the floor, pressing strongly o! the ground with the left 
foot.  Keep arms locked out and distribute weight evenly throughout 
the arms and leg. The arms/wrists need to squeeze the side of the 
leg through the entire stunt.“Step, Lock and Tighten” the right leg. Hit 
the left leg in a Liberty position and then step left foot back to target 
position. 

Spotter - Grab both hands of the Top Person’s, follow the dip of the Top 
Person and assist the Top Person to the standing position by driving and 
pushing up through the Top Person’s arms. Keep the Top Persons arms in 
close to their body and legs. The Spotter never releases the Top Person’s 
hands. The Spotter assists the stunt up to the standing position and then 
resisting the Top Person to chest level.
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